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Unlocking The Secrets To The Unconscious Mind

Our brains – what a wonderful and marvelous machine it is. It’s more powerful and complicated than even the most advanced super
computer in the world. It’s also incredibly misunderstood! In fact, it’s so misunderstood, that even today there is new information
constantly coming out. So much is still unknown about emotions, our motivations and a range of other aspects regarding the brain.
However, in the last 20 years we have certainly made a lot of progress!

I’ve created this eBook to help everyone learn and understand what I
consider the basics of mindset and the brain. Within this book you’ll �nd a
wealth of information related to the inner workings of your brain, as well
as some useful tools for you to implement into your life, career,
relationships, health and sporting activities.

You Are What You Think...Right?
So often we think that because our brain is the control center for our daily
actions and movements that whatever we think must be completely right.
After all, if the brain is keeping our heart beating, our lungs breathing and our stomachs digesting, then surely something as simple as a
thought would be right. 

 
Right?

Wrong.

Our conscious minds, the part that allows us to think the thoughts that we are aware of, thinks it is always right. But our conscious
(and unconscious) minds are easily in�uenced by our environment (both current environment and the one we’ve been exposed to long
term in our past), by the people we associate with, the books we read, shows we watch, our religion, the country and city we grow up in
and the long list of experiences we’ve had throughout our life. In fact, our conscious mind is so easily in�uenced, we can even be
in�uenced by the mood and emotions of other people.

Think about it, I’m sure there’s been a time where you’re having a great day. You feel on top of the world and you say something to a
friend or family member (who’s not having the best day) and they snap back at you. Their reaction can cause your emotional state to
change in an instant. We’ll look more at why this happens later.

My point here is simply this – not everything you think is true, even if it is coming from the most complex machine on the planet!

Everyday we have 60,000 thoughts.

Of those, 80% are negative. That’s right 48,000 thoughts each day are negative in some form.

Think about the thoughts you had today. How many times did you say something negative to, or about, yourself? I’m guessing quite a few.
If you asked your closest friend if those thoughts were true, would they agree with you? No they wouldn’t (and if they do, you may need
to �nd some new friends! Or do some personal development work!)
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Now I know you may be thinking your friends opinion of you is biased, because they like you. So let’s look at it this way: your friends and
family members also have 48,000 negative thoughts a day. The likelihood of at least one of those thoughts being negative against
themselves is pretty high. If they were to share the negative thoughts they had with you, would you think they’re true? I hope not.

The negative self-talk we have is a direct result of the way we’ve perceived the experiences that we’ve had in our life and the meaning
we give to those perceptions. Therefore, if the thoughts are based on our perceptions, and not the truth, then not all the thoughts that
come from our brain can be true.

Why do we have so many negative thoughts if they aren’t all true?

Well, it gave us an evolutionary advantage. Back in the caveman days, the caveman (or woman) would walk out of the cave and if they
heard a rustling in the bushes, they would assume it was a sabre-toothed tiger, or another animal that could kill them. Their system went
into �ght or �ight mode - they prepared to �ght the sabre-toothed tiger to the death, or ran until the cave to hide. Those cavemen that
assumed the rustling was a squirrel would eventually meet their demise with a sabre-toothed tiger – this is what we know as Darwin’s
“survival of the �ttest” theory. Assuming the worst of everything, what is now called a negative bias, has helped our species evolve to
where we’re at today.

Recent studies have suggested that, whilst we’ve come a long ways since the caveman days, our nervous systems (speci�cally our brain
stem) have evolved less than 1%. This means that we, too, have this negative bias.

However, there are no sabre-toothed tigers we need to worry about now, you might be thinking. True. Our brains instead view things like
work or school deadlines, emails, phone calls, text messages, social media noti�cations, a screaming child or angry boss as the thing that
may attack us next. This can leave us in a constant state of �ght or �ight. 

When we’re constantly looking for the “bad” in our environment, we don’t have much room left in our brain for the “good”.

The good news? You can reprogram your nervous system!

Have you heard of a gratitude challenge? The purpose of a gratitude challenge is to rewire our nervous system to look for the positives.
You’ll still be able to see and sense actual danger in your environment,
however you won’t have the stress and anxiety that accompanies the
negative bias you currently have.

To start a gratitude practice is simple. All you need to do is end each day
by naming or writing down 3-5 things from each day you’re grateful for.
This may be a challenge to start, and you may �nd yourself naming very
generic things you’re grateful for (ie. “I’m grateful I have a roof over my
head"). As you get further into the practice however, challenge yourself to
be speci�c. What speci�cally are you grateful for and why? For example: “I
am grateful to live in Canada because it means I have options and

opportunities that aren’t a�orded to so many people in this world”.
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Practicing this regularly will cause your brain to start rewiring itself. Where normally “A” (a thought) would’ve led to “B” a negative
behaviour, it will soon lead to “C” a more empowered and successful state of mind!

So, we’re able to rewire our brains to start seeing the positive, but are we wired for long-term, sustainable change past that?

You bet!

The Universe Inside Your Head
We are born with approximately three (3) billion brain cells or neurons. This is our lifetime capacity. If we lose a couple brain cells
(through head traumas like concussions or our lifestyle choices including drugs and alcohol) we are unable to grow new neurons to
replace the ones that were lost.

Our brains do have a certain amount of neuroplasticity however. This means that if neuron A is damaged, neuron B will pick up the
function of A. The younger the person is, the greater their neuroplasticity. Whereas the older one is, the less “plastic” their brain is. This
is why a child could have a section of their brain removed and still be fully functional whereas brain function disorders such as dementia
and Alzheimer’s happen more frequently in those who are much older.

One of the cool features of our brain is that when we learn something new
we grow dendrites, a branch that comes o� each neuron. These dendrites
are then able to connect with other surrounding dendrites to create our
patterns of thought, behaviours, beliefs and actions.

When the dendrites connect to one another they form what’s called a
neural pathway. This connection allows the electricity to �ow from one
neuron to the next. I liken the connection between neurons to a trench.
When the connection is �rst formed it’s like drawing a line in the dirt with
a stick. Every time you use that pathway between the neurons, the trench
gets deeper and wider.

Over time, when the connection has been used enough times, the brain recognizes this as an important connection and myelinates the
connections. Myelin sheathing is a form of insulation around neurons, allowing the electricity to �ow between neurons at a much faster
rate. Once myelinated, the emotions, thought patterns, habits or beliefs associated with the connection become re�ex-like in nature.

Have you ever driven home from work or a friend’s house, only to �nd you don’t remember the drive? It’s like you closed your eyes and
just knew the way home? This is a myelinated neural connection – also known as a super highway. Super highway neural connections
become unconscious patterns of thoughts, behaviours, beliefs and habits.

The ability for our neurons to grow dendrites requires us to be well hydrated as it uses a lot of water to grow a single dendrite. People
who report developing a headache, or getting a “brain fog” during times when they are learning a lot of new information haven’t drank
enough water to manage this process.
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Each of our three (3) billion brain cells has the capacity to grow 10,000 dendrites. Now if each of our three (3) billion brain cells, grew
their 10,000 dendrites, the number of possible connections is written like this:

That’s a pretty big number. So big, in fact, it’s not easy to conceptualize. Let’s look at it this way. This number – 10 to the power of 10 to
the power of 11 – represents all the individual grains of sand, in all the beaches across the world. It also represents all the known stars
in the galaxy.

Our capacity to create long lasting change in our lives is equivalent to the stars in this universe. We have a galaxy of potential inside our
heads. It’s up to us to decide to step out of our current patterns of behaviour and make a change.

Creating Change
Up until recently, it was believed that our conscious mind’s capacity was 10%, where our unconscious mind’s capacity was 90%. Dr.
Snyder at the Centre for the Mind at the University of Sydney in Australia recently postulated, however that these numbers are closer to
4% conscious and 96% unconscious.

Dr. Snyder, at the time of releasing these numbers, was studying savants – highly intelligent people (geniuses really, think “Rainman”)
who had dysfunction in some area of their life. He wanted to know if their profound genius had to include the dysfunction, or if it is
possible to be a genius and highly functional.

The good news is that it is possible to have genius without dysfunction. And perhaps even better news is that if we train our brain and
continue to grow new dendrites and neural pathways to the point that we could access 2% more of our conscious minds, we would be
geniuses, like Albert Einstein.

These new numbers showcasing that our minds capacity is only 4% conscious also allows us to better understand why changing negative
patterns of behaviour or habits isn’t always so easy.

Those super highway neural pathways we were speaking of before, once myelinated they become an unconscious behaviour. Our brains,
however, are quite e�cient. The electricity in our brain, like any other electrical circuit, will follow the path of least resistance. The
super highways of the re�ex-like unconscious habits provide less resistance for the electricity, than the newly forming, still conscious
habits of the connections we’re attempting to create. Thus that’s where the energy �ows. Often times we’re unaware of the negative
thought pattern or habit until we’ve already engaged in it.

This is why it’s so imperative that we are pay full conscious attention to our actions when we’re learning a new skill or behaviour. In
sport, it’s not so much that practice makes perfect so much as perfect practice makes perfect. When we’re learning to perform a new
skill, let’s say to kick a ball in this case, the repeated way we kick that ball will be the pathway that is formed between neurons. If we’re
not paying complete attention when we kick the ball over and over again, the super highway that is eventually created isn’t going to be
the best version of that skill.
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This is referred to as purposeful practice. During purposeful practice, we eliminate all distractions – talking, music, etc. The athlete then
focuses on one single skill. Once that skill is mastered, or repeated numerous times, a new skill or new layer to the skill can be
introduced. This allows for the best and most meaningful neural pathways to be created.

This same concept of purposeful practice applies to other skills you want to master as well. If you’re studying for a test, you should study
in exam like conditions to create the best possible neural pathways. 

 
When learning to drive, drive in the type of vehicle you’ll drive
and drive on the road you’ll be taking your driving test on. 
 
If you want to master a presentation or speech you have to
give, practice reciting it will standing up with the appropriate
audio-visual equipment.

If someone has a “bad” habit that they engage in when completing a skill, it will take more energy and focus to create a new neural
pathway than it did to create the original pathway. This is because the super highway or “trench” of the bad habit needs to be broken
down (the trench �lled with dirt) and the trench of the new habit dug.

We can often identify the habits or behaviours we want to change, yet we use less than e�ective techniques to make the actual change.
More often than not, people attempt to use conscious willpower to create the change.

Willpower is like a cup of water. Every morning we start with a full cup of
water. Whenever we make a decision, we tip a bit of water out of the cup.
The more decisions you make throughout the day, the less water you have
left by the time you get into bed to go to sleep.

Let’s look at a typical morning and the decisions we make:

-The alarm goes o�. Decision: hit snooze or get up

-To shower or not to shower, that is the question!

-Should I have a co�ee before I wake the kids or after?

-What should I wear to work today?

-What should I dress the kids in?

-What am I going to have for breakfast?

-Oh no, there is an accident on my usual route to work, which way should I take instead?
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What happens when our willpower runs out? We resort to unconscious patterns of thoughts and behaviours. This phenomenon is called
“decision fatigue”. Our conscious minds only have the capacity to make so many decisions throughout the day without being in�uenced
by our programming, emotions and thought patterns.

It’s due to this decision fatigue that when someone is just starting a �tness program, they’re encouraged to work out �rst thing in the
morning, or to go directly to the gym after work. Chances are if they were to go home and sit on the couch �rst, then have to make a
decision between their favourite show and going to the gym, that they’ll likely pick their favourite show!

To combat decision fatigue, Barack Obama is said to have ten (10) of the exact same suit. This eliminates a decision he needed to make
every day, so his conscious mind was fresh for the important decisions he had to face throughout the day when he was the President of
the United States of America. Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook, is said to eat the same thing for lunch each day for the same
reason.

Looking for ways to combat decision fatigue in your own life? Here’s some simple tips you can implement into your life for greater health
and productivity:

-Shop for and prepare your meals for the week on the weekend when you have less decisions to make. Needing to go to the grocery store
each day or during a busy week means you’re less likely to make a positive, healthy decision.

-Lay out your clothes the night before, decreasing one decision you need to make in the mornings.

-Pack a lunch, this way your avoid being faced with (usually unhealthy) take out options.

-Turn o� the ability to hit snooze, and only set one alarm in the morning. Many phones and alarm clocks allow you to turn o� the snooze
button on the alarm now. This means you need to get up when your alarm goes o� and you avoid the “to hit the snooze button or not”
decision. You can also set your alarm on the other side of the room so you have to get up to turn it o�!

-Prioritize your day as that you are making the most important decisions or completing the most important task(s) �rst. This means you
won’t check your email until later in the day, but you’ll make the best decisions for the important tasks.

-Complete the habits you’re looking to create before anything
else, whether it’s going to the gym, doing yoga, meditation or something
else. Completing these activities �rst means you have the most amount of
willpower to complete them.

Willpower is one way to create change in our lives. However, as you have
seen, willpower is limited in its capacity to create large amounts of change
quickly. The most limiting factor to using willpower is that it relies on our conscious mind.

Our conscious mind can only focus on one task at a time. Our conscious mind is functionally incapable of multi-tasking (sorry ladies!).
We may be able to switch from one focus to another quickly, however we cannot consciously focus on two things at once.
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Try it – pat your head and rub your belly at the same time. If you can do it, you likely had to start with one action (patting your head) and
then moved added the other (rubbing your belly) a few moments later.

Therefore, if we were to have two behaviours we want to change at once, we are less likely to achieve success in either goal. Say we
want to start being healthier by exercising and eating right, and we also want to become a better leader in the workplace by
accomplishing more tasks faster. When we’re focused on our health, our workplace behaviours will resort to our unconscious patterns.
When we’re focused on our work goals, we’ll be more likely to skip our workout or reach for a bag of chips.

Because of this limited capacity of our conscious mind, it’s recommended that if we are using willpower to create change that we only
focus on one goal at a time. Once we’ve created a new habit in one area of life, then we can turn our focus to a new area.

None of these forms of creating change however have used the power of the unconscious mind – and that is what this book is all about!
By accessing the unconscious mind through the techniques I’m showing you in this book you are able to change your own “default”
settings.

My mentor, Pip McKay, likens this process to changing a computers default systems. Let’s say when we open a word document on our
laptop we want to use the “arial” font, however the default is set to “times
new roman”. Using willpower means that every time you open the word
document you go in and manually have to change the font. Using the
power of our unconscious mind, however, would be like going into the
computer settings, and changing the default font to arial. Now every time
we open word we can begin typing, without having to focus on making any
changes.

Becoming aware of our current patterns of thought, beliefs and behaviours
is the �rst step to using our unconscious mind to create change.

 

The World's Most Advanced Super Computer
Every second, there is two (2) million pieces of information that is stored in our unconscious mind. In the time it took you to read that
last sentence, ten (10) million pieces of information was stored in your unconscious mind.

All the information around you, everything you’re reading in this eBook, will be stored in your unconscious mind. Learning, therefore, is
the ability to access information in our unconscious mind with our conscious mind.

Of the two (2) million pieces of information that goes into our unconscious mind, we’re only consciously aware of 134 pieces of that
information. To make it more manageable, we further break that 134 pieces of information down into 7 /- 2 chunks. This is why
information like phone numbers for example, are chunked into 3-4 numbers, and never exceed ten digits. Our conscious mind simply
cannot hold onto that much detail.

+
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Now you might be thinking, what does your conscious mind do with the 1,999,866 pieces of information that don’t make it through to
our awareness. 

 
Well, we either delete it, distort it or generalize it.

Some information we delete. We may delete information because it’s coming through one of our senses that isn’t our preferred sense
(we’ll talk about this more later). We may also delete information because we deem it to be irrelevant, unnecessary or contrary to our
beliefs, experiences and programming. For example, you’ve probably
deleted how your socks, shoes or slippers feel on your feet right now (until
I’ve brought awareness to it). Or maybe you’ve deleted how the chair
you’re sitting in feels under your bum. Or how your shirt feels against your
skin. Have you ever been in a room where someone is wearing really strong
perfume or cologne, then within minutes the smell is gone? Well the
perfume molecules are still in the air, they can’t simply vanish. You just
stop smelling the perfume because your conscious mind deletes that
information. If you had a certain belief system (ie. it's hard to make
money) then you would delete any opportunities to make money that were
easy. 

Have you ever had an incident where three di�erent people describe the
exact same story to you, only you receive three di�erent versions of the
story? This re�ects the “distortion” technique of our brain. We distort or
change the information in our surroundings to match our belief systems
and our experiences. This is also how stereotypes are perpetuated. We see
someone of a particular gender, physicality, religion, sexuality and race and we distort their behaviours, words and actions to re�ect the
beliefs that we hold true about them.

Being able to generalize information is an incredibly useful tool. Without the ability to generalize we would need to re-learn how to drive
every time we sat in a new make or model of car or truck. We would need to re-learn how to sit whenever we came across a chair or
bench that didn’t exactly resemble to one we originally learned to sit in. Generalizing allows us to create “like” �le in our brain and put
everything that’s similar into that �le.

Now that we know we can delete, distort and generalize information, how do we determine what information makes it through to our
conscious awareness, and what is stored only in the recesses of our unconscious mind?

We have a �ltering system in our brain, called the Reticular Activating System, or RAS for short. We’ll take a more in depth look at our
RAS shortly, however for now know that our RAS is driven by our belief systems, our education, experiences, intelligence levels and our
language. If our RAS determines that something is wanted, needed or important it allows that information to come through to our
conscious mind. If it’s not wanted, needed or important, according to our current beliefs, programming and experience about ourselves
and our environment, that information will slip right through our conscious awareness and be stored in the recesses of our unconscious
mind.
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Processing Information
We learned before that our conscious mind breaks the 134 pieces of information down into 7 /- 2 chunks. However, we have six ways in
which information from our environment can be received:

1. Taste (Gustatory)
2. Touch (Kinesthetic)
3. Smell (Olfactory)
4. Sight (Visual)
5. Sound (Auditory)
6. Inner dialogue (Audio-digital)

The primary way in which we individually choose to take in information from our surroundings is called our Primary Representational
System. Whilst we each have the ability to use all six sense to interpret the information in our environment, we tend to rely more
dominantly on one or two of the following four primary representational systems:

 Visual
 Auditory
 Kinesthetic
 Audio-digital

None of us take in information in the exact same manner. In fact, it can be damaging to your inter-personal relationships and your
communication to assume that everyone is the same as you.

For example, below is how my seven chunks of conscious information per second may look:

+
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My client’s conscious mind may look more like this:

If I were to assume we processed information from our surroundings and each other in the same manner there would be a greater
margin for miscommunication! Each processing style has speci�c personality traits and quirks, as well as a preferred method of
communicating with others. When we can learn to be �exible in our communication, we can achieve greater success by connecting with
and reaching a greater audience.

Let’s take a look at the four primary representational systems, and the how each system (or style) would act. I’m going to talk about
these systems in a stereotypical, over generalized manner to give you the best understanding of each system.

Visual Processors
People who are predominantly visual processors take in the bulk of the information from their surroundings through their eyes or sight.
Because of this, their ability to see things is important to them. They will choose to sit in a spot with the best line of sight (usually the
front the of room) so nothing can distract them or get in their way.

How someone or something looks is also important to a visual processor.
They are usually well dressed, and prefer designer or brand name clothing.
They may choose to wear bold or bright colours or patterns. Overall,
visually they are well presented, and expect the same of others. In a
learning situation, they may struggle to learn from someone who is
dressed poorly or wearing colours that clash because it will become a
distraction to them.
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Visual processors are prone to talking very quickly. When they communicate they like to paint a picture of what they see for those
around them. They often don’t realize how quickly they are talking because they are caught up in the vision that they see.

If a visual processor was going to buy a car, their decision would be based solely on how “sexy” or good the car looked. Colour, body
shape and condition would be very important to them.

Visual processors use words and phrases that represent seeing and sight. See below for a full list of predicates (preferred words and
phrases) that a visual processor may often us.

It is believed that 40% of the population are visual processors as one of their top two processing styles.

Visual Predicates:

Use phrases like:

Use Words Like: Use Phrases Like:

See 
Look  
View 
Appear  
Show 
Dawn  
Reveal  
Envision 
Illuminate 
Imagine 
Clear 
Foggy 
Focused  
Hazy 
Crystal  
Picture

An eyeful 
Appears to me 
Beyond a shadow of a doubt 
Birds eye view 
Catch a glimpse of 
Clear cut 
Dim view 
Flashed on 
Get a perspective on 
Get a scope on 
Hazy idea 
Horse of a different colour 
In light of 
In person 
Looks like 
Make a scene 
Mental image 
Mental picture 
Mind's eye 
Naked eye 
Paint a picture 
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Use Phrases Like (continued)

Showing off 
Sight for sore eyes 
Starring off into space 
Take a peek 
Tunnel vision 
Under your nose 
Up front 
Well defined

Auditory Processors

Auditory processors take in the bulk of their information through their sense of hearing. Thus sound and music are important aspects to
them.

Auditory processors are more likely than the other three processing styles
to pick up on subtle changes in intonation. You need to ensure you’re using
the correct intonation when speaking to an auditory processor to ensure
there are no miscommunications. 

 
  For example, at the end of a
sentence, if your tone goes up,

they may think you’re asking a question, or they may sense
that you’re unsure about what you’re saying. 
 
Women tend to use questioning intonation incorrectly more
than men. Be sure if you’re giving a statement to use command
intonation, in which you drop your tone at the end of the
sentence.

Timbre and volume will also be picked up quickly by an auditory processor. They may be unable to listen to or learn if the volume is too
high or low, or if the timbre (quality of the voice) is too gravelly or high pitched. Subtle echoes can also negatively impact an auditory
processor.

Auditory processors are likely to spend a lot of money to purchase high quality sound systems for their car and their home.

Auditory processors spend a lot of time listening. When they communicate they’ll tend to use words and phrases representative of
listening or hearing, such as those listed below.
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Auditory Predicates

Use words like:

Use Words Like: Use Phrases Like:

Hear 
Listen 
Sound(s) 
Make Music 
Harmonize 
Tune in/out 
Be all ears 
Rings a bell 
Silence 
Be heard 
Resonate 
Deaf 
Mellifluous 
Dissonance 
Question 
Unhearing

Afterthought 
Blabbermouth 
Clear as a bell 
Clearly expressed 
Call on  
Describe in detail 
Earful 
Give an account of 
Give me your ear 
Grant an audience 
Heard voices 
Hidden message 
Hold your tongue 
Idle talk  
Keynote speaker 
Loud and clear 
Manner of speaking 
Pay attention to 
Power of speech 
Purrs like a kitten 
State your purpose 
Tattle-tale 
To tell the truth 
Tongue-tied 
Tuned in/out 
Unheard of 
Utterly 
Voiced an opinion 
Well informed 
Within hearing 
Word for word 
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Kinesthetic Processors
Kinesthetic processors are the “doers” of the four styles. There are two aspects to processing information kinesthetically – �rst is that
they need to be hands-on or externally “feeling” the information as well as internally “feeling” the information to process and encode it.

Kinesthetic processors learn best by being hands-on and getting to do
something with the information they are learning. This can be in the form
of physically moving through a movement, or it can be through taking
notes. 

 
Most athletes will have kinesthetic as one of their two most
dominate styles.

When communicating with a kinesthetic processor they typically need a little more time to process. This is because they feel the weight
of the words or communication you’re saying to them and then they feel the weight of the words they’re choosing to use to communicate
back. As a result, they will generally pause before responding and will speak a lot slower in their response.

Comfort is important to a kinesthetic processor. They will likely wear clothes that are loose �tting and comfortable, something they can
move easily in. They will also choose fabrics that feel nice against their skin, such as satin or velvet.

When purchasing a car, their decision will be based predominantly on comfort. Kinesthetic processors are unlikely to purchase a two-
door vehicle because it lacks the comfort and convenience of a four door.

Kinesthetic processors will use words and phrases heavily focused on doing, like those listed below.

Kinesthetic processors make up 40% of the population.
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Kinesthetic Predicates

Use Words Like: Use Phrases Like:

Feel  
Touch 
Grasp 
Get a hold of 
Slip Through 
Catch on 
Tap into 
Make contact 
Throw out 
Turn around 
Hard 
Unfeeling 
Concrete 
Scrape 
Get a handle 
Solid  
Hassle

All washed up 
Boils down to 
Chip off the old block 
Come to grips with 
Control yourself 
Cool/calm/collected 
Firm foundations 
Get a handle on 
Get a load of this 
Get in touch with 
Get the drift of 
Get your goat 
Hand in hand 
Hang in there 
Heated argument 
Hold it! 
Hold on! 
Hothead 
Keep your shirt on 
Know-how 
Lay cards on table 
Pain in the neck 
Pull some strings 
Sharp as a tack 
Slipped my mind 
Smooth operator 
So-so 
Start from scratch 
Stiff upper lip 
-Stuffed shirt 
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Audio-Digital Processor
Audio-digital processors rely heavily on their internal dialogue to process information. These are the processors to which logic, systems
and procedures are important.

Audio-digital processors are able to replicate information quickly. This
means that they can hear or read information once and be able to
regurgitate and teach it quickly afterwards.

They process and remember facts and �gures well. If they enjoy sports, an
audio-digital processor would be the person who has every player’s stats
memorized and can recount them accurately and quickly without looking
them up.

They memorize systems and procedures quickly. Because they are highly
logical they tend to only want the facts and �gures in communication and can become bored easily and quickly if there is too much
background information provided.

They are also likely to be quite monotone in their communication style. Their language will re�ect experiencing, understanding and
learning, as listed below.

Combined with auditory processors, they make up 20% of the population.

Audio-Digital Predicates

Use Words Like:

Sense 
Experience 
Understand 
Think 
Learn 
Process 
Decide 
Motivate 
Consider 
Change 
Perceive 
Insensitive

Distinct 
Conceive 
Know 
Calculate 
Process 
Describe in detail 
Figure it out 
Make sense of 
Pay attention to 
Word for word 
Without a doubt
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Want to know which two processing styles are most dominant for you? Take the quiz below to �nd out!

For each of the following statements, please place a number next to

every phrase. 

 
Use the following system to indicate your preference:

4 – Closest to describing you

3 – Second best description

2 – Third best description

1 – Least descriptive of you

 
1. I make important decisions based on:

_____ Gut level feelings (K)

_____ Which way sounds best to me (A)

_____ Which looks best to me (V)

_____ Precise review and study of the issues (Ad)

2. During an argument, I am most likely to be in�uenced by:

_____ the other person’s tone of voice (A)

_____ whether or not I can see the other person’s point of view (V)

_____ the logic of the other person’s argument (Ad)

_____ Whether or not I am in touch with the other person’s true feelings (K)

3. I most easily communicate what is going on with me by:

_____ the way I dress and look (V)

_____ the feelings I share (K)Copyright 2018 - Blue Lotus Mind Coaching & Training Inc. - www.bluelotusmind.com.
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_____ The words I choose (Ad)

_____ my tone of voice (A)

4. When I am setting up a �at or house it is most important to me to:

_____ have the sound system set up properly so that I can play music (A)

_____ select the most comfortable furniture (K)

_____ have the right colours in the room (V)

_____ make sure everything is put in it’s proper place (Ad)

5. In my ideal car it is most important that:

_____ it is comfortable and I can feel the way it handles (K)

_____ the engine sounds good and it has a great stereo (A)

_____ it looks good and is a great colour (V)

_____ it is good value for money (Ad)

6. I �nd that:

_____ I am very attuned to the sounds of my surroundings (A)

_____ I am very adept at making sense of new facts and data (Ad)

_____ I am very sensitive to other people’s feelings (K)

_____ I easily notice changes in the way places or people look (V)

7. When I buy clothes it is very important to me that they:

_____ are comfortable and feel good (K)

_____ look good and are the right colour (V)

_____ don’t make any squeaky or rubbing sounds (A)
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_____ suit the criteria I had for going and buying clothes (Ad)

8. In order to know if someone is doing a good job I need to:

_____ see them do the job (V)

_____ do the job with them or experience some aspect of the job (K)

_____ have all the fact and �gures on the work that’s been done (Ad)

_____ listen to a description of their work either by themselves or others (A)

9. I �nd that in a presentation I take most notice of information that:

_____ I can see, such as powerpoint or information presented pictorially (V)

_____ I can hear, such as what the presenter is saying (A)

_____ is presented in terms of facts and �gures (Ad)

_____ I can learn by doing an activity or exercise (K)

10. When I go on holiday, I like to:

_____ do nothing and relax or have plenty of activities (K)

_____ listen to music, people’s voices or the sounds of the sea (A)

_____ see many sites and stay in places with great views (V)

_____ �nd out interesting details about places or people you meet (Ad)

Add up your score for the below letters, then rank them in order of highest score (most dominant system) to lowest score.

V A K Ad

__________________ __________________ __________________ _______________
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Now you know your processing styles, let’s look at how you can implement this information in a range of real life situations to empower
yourself and improve your communication with others.

IN THE CLASSROOM - STUDENTS

Whether you’re still in school or university, or taking a class or workshop for personal or professional development, here are some tips to
use so you can learn better.

Visual processors

 Take notes so you can see the information
 Sit at the front of the room
 Draw or find pictures, charts, graphs or infographics that showcase the information
 Watch videos on the topic
 Ask to see a demonstration, if appropriate

Auditory processors

 Sit where you can hear the information the best
 If allowed, record the lecture so you can re-listen to it at a later time
 Listen to audiobooks and podcasts
 Ask questions

Kinesthetic processors

 Take notes, the activity of “doing” by writing will help embed the information
 Create movements or actions that links the information
 Volunteer to do a demonstration, if
appropriate

Audio-digital processors

 Break the information down into step-by-
step procedures
 Ask for statistics or figures
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TEACHERS, PRESENTORS & COACHES

When you’re presenting information to a group of people, it’s best to have a varied approach to your presentation and information so that
you can include and empower all processing styles. Here’s some tips on what to include in your presentation or teachings to ensure you
have every processing style covered.

Visual processors

 PowerPoint presentation that includes varying colours and pictures
 Draw or show pictures, diagrams, charts and graphs
 Show videos
 Use a variety of colours and textures where possible
 Give a booklet of notes with pictures, charts and graphs
 Use infographics
 Include visual predicates in your language
 Speak at a moderate pace

Auditory processors

 Speak clearly
 Be aware of your tone
 Use music where appropriate
 Use videos with high quality sound
 Play recorded interviews
 Provide links to audiobooks, Ted
Talks & podcasts
 Use auditory predicates in your language

Kinesthetic processors

 Include activities for them to move and practice skills or implement the knowledge
 Give them booklets without all the notes included to encourage note-taking
 Speak at a moderate pace
 Incorporate well-timed pauses to allow them to “feel” the information you’ve
provided
 Use kinesthetic predicates in your language

Audio-Digital processors
 Start with facts & figures so you don’t lose audio-digital processors (they love
numbers!)
 Know your information
 Break the information down into systems or steps where possible
 Use audio-digital predicates in your language
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IN SALES & MARKETING

Having a �exible sales pitch and marketing plan that can be adapted to the prospect or client’s processing style is integral to business
success. Here’s some tips on how to sell to each individual style.

Visual processors

 Speak at a moderate to fast pace
 Show pictures of your product or service, or have the product available to see
 Dress well when meeting with them
 Be ready to provide a demonstration of the product or service
 Have a well-planned website that includes attention to detail in colour, font,
textures, pictures and videos
 Have video or written testimonials available to look at
 Have brochures or other marketing materials that they can look at

Auditory processors

 Can be sold to over the phone
 Ask them questions about
themselves
 Be intentional with your tone
 Ensure you have light and shade to
your voice when speaking
 Remove extraneous sounds if needed
 Have video or auditory testimonials
available

Kinesthetic processors

 Create a comfortable and welcoming
environment
 Speak at a slow to moderate pace
 Allow them time to feel and process the information between questions (be ok with
periods of silence)
 Have the product for them to touch, feel, try-on
 If you provide a service, give them a short demo to “try” and feel

Audio-digital processors
 Provide accurate data, facts and figures
 The look of your website doesn’t matter as all as all the criteria is there
 Don’t “fluff” around with the backstory or idle chit chat, get to the point
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Our Words A�ect Our Vision
We don’t often relate our mouths to our eyes and yet the words we choose to use (whether out loud or internally in our thoughts) have an
incredibly strong e�ect on the way we see the world around us.

I think it has become common in today’s society to communicate on a conscious level. By this I mean – we talk and we assume that the
words we’re saying will be received in the manner by which we mean them.

Yet, as we have seen with the representational systems, we all interpret
information from our environment di�erently. Not only is the information
we receive from our environment �ltered through our preferred sensory
system, it is also �ltered through the beliefs we hold and the experiences
we have had.

Our unconscious mind is highly suggestable and perceives certain words in
a way that is disempowering to how we may mean them when we say
them.

The purpose of communication is not in our intention in the meaning. Instead, the purpose of communication is the picture that someone
gets in their head when we are speaking or communicating. With everything we say, write or communicate through any other form,
people get an image in their head. This image, and their interpretation of this image, is what communication is really about.

The Reticular Activating System, or RAS, that I brie�y mentioned before, holds onto this image that we create (distorted by our beliefs
and experiences) in our unconscious mind. It will then �lter the information in our environment and seek out opportunities for this image
in our head to come true. 

 

The image that we get in our mind is a�ected by the words we choose to use in our communication. Some of the most disempowering
words we can use are: not, but, try and hard. Let’s take a look at how the unconscious mind perceives these words in more detail.

“NOT”

Not. Can’t. Don’t. Shouldn’t. Our unconscious minds do not process the word “not”. Let me give you an example –

Don’t think of a purple dog.

It will also �lter out any information that doesn’t match this information.
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What image did you get in your head? 

 
A purple dog.  
 
This is because the unconscious mind needs to get a picture of what we’ve said then the
conscious mind then comes in over top and says “no, don’t think of a purple dog, think of a
yellow tree” (and now you have a picture of a yellow tree in your mind!).

When we use phrases like “Don’t spill on the carpet”, we give the RAS a picture of spilling on the carpet. If we end the communication
there, then the RAS will seek out ways to spill on the carpet.

If you �nd yourself using these phrases a lot, make sure you end the communication and leave the person (and their RAS) with an image
of what you want them to do instead. For example, instead of saying: “Don’t run across the street” you could say:

“Look both ways and then walk across the street.”

Or

“Don’t run across the street, it’s much safer to walk instead.”

“BUT”

Another word that can be disempowering, depending on how it’s used, is the word “but”. When the word but is used, it negates
everything that came before it. Here is a visual representation of how the unconscious mind interprets a sentence containing the word
but:

“You performed well today but you missed that sale/goal.”

As you can see, the importance of this statement is placed on the missed sale or goal. This statement, said in this way, can be damaging
to the rapport you have with the person you’re communicating to, not to mention to their con�dence and motivation.

Between our conscious and unconscious mind there is a gatekeeper. This gatekeeper is designed to keep us safe because our
unconscious mind is highly suggestible. As you can imagine, it’s not safe for you to be taking on suggestions from everyone you meet. I’m
sure you can think of people you’ve met who you wouldn’t want to take suggestions from. When we meet these people, our gatekeeper
closes and blocks these suggestions from being taken on by our unconscious mind.

Our gatekeepers will also close if we feel we are under attack. If we lead with negative feedback, or we use the word “but” after giving
positive feedback, our unconscious mind feels like we’re under attack. The gatekeeper will then close and we won’t take on any
constructive feedback (criticism) that follows.

This is why using the “feedback sandwich” technique – giving a positive, then a negative, then a positive is the most e�ective way to
provide feedback to an individual. However, if you use the word “but” between the positive and the negative comments you can destroyCopyright 2018 - Blue Lotus Mind Coaching & Training Inc. - www.bluelotusmind.com.
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“(What they did well) AND (what they can improve on) AND overall (what they are doing well).”

For example:

“You performed really well today, and I think you would be able to convert that sale or get that goal if you
… and overall I can see that you’re improving so keep going!”

“TRY”

“Try” might be one of the most dangerous words in the human language, unless we’re talking about rugby of course! 

 

“HARD”

When we have a thought – say to move our hand – our brain sends an electrical signal down our nerves to our hand. Now the nerve
doesn’t connect directly to the muscle that will contract to cause the movement – there is a small gap (called a synapse) between the
nerve and the cell that’s receiving the message.

The electrical message is converted to a chemical signal when the nerve releases a chemical called a neurotransmitter. This
neurotransmitter is like a key. If it �ts into the lock (receptor) of the target cell then the message is transmitted to the target cell.

Initially, scientists thought that only muscle cells contained these receptors. More recent studies, however, have shown that every cell in
our body has these receptors. That means our skin cells, our stomach cells, our immune cells, these cells are all impacted with every
thought you have.

When you think that something is or will be “hard” you’ve told every single cell in your body that the task is hard. I promise you, if
you start a task this way, then it will end up being hard. 

 
Why? 
 
Because our RAS is holding onto that image of the task being hard, so you’ll �lter out
opportunities to make things easier.

When we say that we’ll try  to do something, we suggest to our unconscious mind that the
activity or task is not important enough to commit fully to and therefore it’s ok if we don’t
follow through.  
 
Using the word try allows us to make an excuse before we even begin. My advice: commit or
don’t. Do or do not. But don’t “try”.
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We Become What We Believe We Are
We’ve seen how the language we choose impacts the information we �lter into or out of our awareness. Our beliefs are also highly
in�uential in determining what we become aware of, and what slips past our awareness.

John Demartini, a human behaviour specialist, has said that we become what we already believe we are. This means – if we set a goal to
be successful at something, but don’t already recognize the success we’re having in that area then we’ll �lter out opportunities to have
further success.

Let’s look at how this may work in various aspects of your life:

IN HEALTH

Having worked in the �tness industry for 18 years, I often had a lot of clients come to me with the goals of losing weight or becoming
healthier. When I would ask them to describe themselves they would often use terms like “unhealthy”, “overweight” or “fat”. When I
asked about their motivations for their goals I would often hear responses like “I don’t want to be fat/overweight/unhealthy anymore”.

Having these beliefs about themselves means that their RAS is holding an image of them being “fat”, “overweight” or “unhealthy”. The
�rst thing we need to do is shift the person’s perspective or belief about themselves.

Maybe they don’t have the level of health they’d like to have, or they
aren’t the weight they would like to be, however if they are able to
walk into a gym – they have some level of health. They simply want
to create more of it.

This shift in perspective and changing their belief about themselves
will allow them to change the image they are holding in their RAS,
thus allowing them to see more opportunities for overall health,
weight loss and wellness.

The other shift that needs to occur is to change the language around
the motivation for the goal. 

 

Instead, when setting goals, focus on what you want instead. 

 

By stating that they “don’t want to be fat” the unconscious mind perceives an image of them
being fat, and works towards maintaining this image. Regardless of the nutritional or exercise
regime this person follows, or how much weight they initially lose, they will likely put it right
back on because they believe themselves to be “fat”.
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IN CAREER OR BUSINESS

An Australia job placement website (seek.com.au) performed an experiment a couple years ago. They placed two of the exact same job
ad on their website, with the only di�erence being the remuneration package. One job had a salary of $50,000 per annum, while the
other had a salary of $150,000 per annum. The quali�cation requirements and job duties listed were exactly the same. Only 5% of
applicants applied for both jobs, while 95% of applicants only applied for the $50,000 per annum job.

Seems ridiculous right? However, two of the most common limiting beliefs that exist in our world today are:

 “I’m not good enough”
 “I’m not worthy”

These beliefs stop people from seeing opportunities to start their own business, to make more money or to advance within their
workplace. In fact, 95% of the population works their 9-5 job, 50 weeks of the year, whether they enjoy it or not, simply accepting this
as the norm.

When we start to change beliefs about our worthiness and our capabilities, we often see opportunities to create a di�erent lifestyle.
These opportunities, more often than not, have been present all along, the person simply didn’t have the belief systems they needed to
see them.

IN LEARNING & EDUCATION

The traditional education system that presently exists is heavily reliant on auditory learners and processors. And yet those with a
preferential auditory learning style make up less than half of the population.

This can leave children and adult learners feeling as though they don’t have the ability to learn e�ectively. In reality, they simply need to
engage new or di�erent strategies to learn the material.

If someone holds the belief that they are not academic, they are less likely to seek out new opportunities or methods of learning. Much
like the health and career scenarios, when we start to shift their perspective, and give students the opportunity to learn in an
environment that empowers them to take on new information, they are able to learn information quickly and e�ciently.

IN FINANCES

Finances are quite similar to the health example I gave previously. When the majority of people set their �nancial goals, they set goals
based on what they don’t want.

Some of the most common �nancial goals are:

 I don’t want to be in debt anymore (or a similarly worded goal that contains the word
“debt”)
 I don’t want to live paycheque to paycheque
 I want financial freedom

The �rst two goals focus on what the person doesn’t want. This enables their RAS system to have an image of “debt” or “living
paycheque to paycheque” thereby �ltering out any opportunities to make more money.
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The last goal, while worded in a positive manner, is too ambiguous. How much, speci�cally, does one need to make to have �nancial
freedom? What does that person de�ne �nancial freedom as? Some people may de�ne �nancial freedom as the ability to pay their bills
and have disposal income left afterwards. While others may see �nancial freedom as the ability to travel for six months of the year.

Any goal that is too ambiguous will be pushed aside by the unconscious mind and RAS, because no image can be created.

IN SPORT

Many athletes often believe they’ll consider themselves successful once they make a professional or elite level. However, they are less
likely to reach that level of success if they wait until they are successful to start acting like they are successful. 

 
Our daily habits and patterns re�ect the beliefs we have. If someone doesn’t see themselves as
a successful athlete, then they won’t create daily habits that re�ect a successful athlete.

Let’s look at Michael Jordan, for example. One could think that, after being cut from his high school basketball team (multiple times) that
he could believe himself to be unsuccessful as an athlete. If he held this belief, he may have engaged in behaviours like many other high
schoolers do – party, sleep in late, hang out with their friends in the meantime.

Instead, he practiced every single night. He would stay outside with his ball and hoop until he shot 100 straight free-throws every night.
This is a behaviour that is created by someone who believes they are successful. This mindset and behaviour allowed him to become one
of the greatest basketball players of the modern era.

Championship athletes become championship athletes because for years their mindset, behaviours and habits have re�ected this belief.

IN RELATIONSHIPS

Whether we’re looking at intimate relationships, friendships, business partnerships – in every relationship we have, we accept the love
we think we deserve.

If someone holds one of those two most common limiting beliefs around not being good enough or not being worthy, they will settle for a
relationship in which they are not treated well. Their RAS will �lter out relationships in which they will be treated well, or the person will
engage in self sabotage to ruin the relationship in which they are treated well.

People with these beliefs are more likely to engage in please-pleasing and perfectionism behaviour. They typically martyr themselves,
and put everyone’s needs ahead of their own as a way of maintaining connection with others. This leads to feelings of resentment,
disempowerment and disillusion around relationships.

By changing this belief, and understanding one’s worth, they will be able to start setting e�ective boundaries and putting themselves
�rst. They will �lter out and let go of relationships that are toxic to their health and well-being, and instead seek relationships that are
mutually bene�cial.
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Give Yourself The Opportunity To Grow
In every area of life we either develop a �xed mindset or a growth mindset. A �xed mindset means that we believe that the level at which
we currently are operating or performing is our top level. No matter what we do we will never be able to improve.

A growth mindset, however, believes that if we are willing to put in the work, we will be able to become better and see improvement.

Studies on children have been done around these mindsets. In the studies,
children were split into three groups – a control group (which received no
praise), Group A (which received outcome based feedback) and Group B
(which received e�ort based feedback).

The children were then given a range of tasks, each becoming
progressively harder, to complete.

The results showed that the children in Group A were less likely to want to
perform the harder tasks, and wanted to go back to completing the “easy”
tasks they knew they could complete quickly because they would be more
likely to receive feedback.

The children in Group B, however, where happy to continue doing tasks that were harder because they would receive positive feedback,
regardless of the outcome, as long as they put in e�ort.

Now I understand that in order for the world to function, there needs to be outcomes occurring. I am in no-way a proponent of
“participation trophies”. However, if we use the feedback sandwich approach to our tasks, where we can �rst identify what we did well
(ie. the e�ort we put in, regardless of the outcome) before we look at where we can improve to be more successful next time, we
allow people to feel more empowered and believe that through putting in e�ort they are able to increase their chances of success.

Many Scandinavian schools are requesting the teachers to use the word “yet” in their reports to students and parents to support the
facilitation of growth mindsets. Rather than making statements like:

“Bobby doesn’t understand quadratic equations”

They make statements like:

“Bobby doesn’t understand quadratic equations yet”

The �rst statement suggests that Bobby isn’t capable of understanding the equations, now or in the future. The second statement,
however, suggests that the teacher believes Bobby can understand the equations, and just needs a little more work or e�ort to fully
grasp the concepts.
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Harnessing The Power Of Your Unconscious Mind
Throughout this eBook I have given you a range of tools and tips to change the default settings of your unconscious mind that I am sure
you will �nd will allow you to make powerful changes in your life.

I would suggest picking one tip or tool and applying it to one area of your life. Master that tool over the duration of a week, two weeks, a
month (however long it takes!) and then move onto the next tool or area of your life.

If we attempt to make too much change too quickly, it can become overwhelming for our nervous system and create more stress. Under
stressful circumstances we’ll revert back to our deepest neural pathways – the very neural pathways you’re working on changing.

My last tip for success is to surround yourself with an environment that supports and understands your reasons for implementing
change. A supportive environment creates an energy and motivation for success!

Good luck on your journey to harness the powers of your unconscious mind!
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About Tiffany Toombs  

Ti�any Toombs has worked in the health, �tness and wellness industry for
over 18 years in Canada, the US and Australia. After completing a Bachelor
of Kinesiology specializing in Athletic Therapy from the University of
Calgary, Ti�any began working with athletes to rehabilitate their injuries. 

 

Ti�any now has moved her focus from rehabilitating athlete’s injuries to working with people to overcome the mental blocks that make
people feel stuck. Ti�any draws on her in-depth knowledge of the science of the body and mind to assist people in thinking outside of the
box to develop creative ways to ful�ll their life purpose and passions, while overcoming any limiting beliefs or negative emotions that
become obstacles. 

 
Ti�any is a Master Practitioner and Trainer in NLP, Matrix Therapies, and Archetypal Coaching.

Working 1-on-1 and in groups, Ti�any has assisted hundreds of clients overcome the limiting beliefs that stop them from being
successful in all areas of life. Ti�any has watched her clients as they transform their own lives after working with her and go on to
achieve great success in the areas of health, business/career and relationships.

Working not only as a mindset coach, but also as a presenter and trainer. Ti�any has created a number of programs and seminar to up-
skill and train coaches, athletes, parents and those in the corporate world about the importance of working with the unconscious mind.

Ti�any also frequently incorporates various types of yoga and meditation techniques into her work and her seminars.

Ti�any is passionate about helping people understand their “WHY” – WHY to use certain goal setting techniques, WHY movement is
critical to health, WHY body and mind integration is so important to success and WHY they engage in the behaviours they do.

For more information about working with Ti�any, please visit her website, or feel free to email are at
tiffany@bluelotusmind.com.

Following an unexplainable gut feeling, she moved to Melbourne, Australia to work with various
sports teams and continued to learn under some of the best in the health, �tness and wellness
�elds.
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